Intramural optical mapping of \( V_m \) and \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) during long-duration ventricular fibrillation in canine hearts
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Kong W, Ideker RE, Fast VG. Intramural optical mapping of \( V_m \) and \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) during long-duration ventricular fibrillation in canine hearts. Am J Physiol Heart Circ Physiol 302: H1294–H1305, 2012. First published January 20, 2012; doi:10.1152/ajpheart.00426.2011.—Intramural gradients of intracellular \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) (\( \text{Ca}^{2+} \)) \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) handling, \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) oscillations, and \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) transient (\( \text{CaT} \)) alternans may be important in long-duration ventricular fibrillation (LDVF). However, previous studies of \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) handling have been limited to recordings from the heart surface during short-duration ventricular fibrillation. To examine whether abnormalities of intramural \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) handling contribute to LDVF, we measured membrane voltage (\( V_m \)) and \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) during pacing and LDVF in six perfused canine hearts using five eight-fiber optrodes. Measurements were grouped into epicardial, midwall, and endocardial layers. We found that during pacing at 350-ms cycle length, \( \text{CaT} \) duration was slightly longer (by \( 10\% \)) in epicardial layers than in epicardial layers, whereas action potential duration (APD) exhibited no difference. Rapid pacing at 150-ms cycle length caused alternans in both APD (APD-ALT) and \( \text{CaT} \) amplitude (\( \text{CaA} \)-ALT) without significant transmural differences. For 93% of optrode recordings, \( \text{CaA} \)-ALT was transmurally discordant, whereas APD-ALT was either concordant (36%) or discordant (54%), suggesting that APD-ALT was not caused by \( \text{CaA} \)-ALT. During LDVF, \( V_m \) and \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) progressively desynchronized when not every action potential was followed by a \( \text{CaT} \). Such desynchronization developed faster in the epicardium than in the other layers. In addition, \( \text{CaT} \) duration strongly increased (by \( 240\% \)) at 5 min of LDVF), whereas APD shortened (by \( 17\% \)). \( \text{CaT} \) rises always followed \( V_m \) upstrokes during pacing and LDVF. In conclusion, the fact that \( V_m \) upstrokes always preceded \( \text{CaT} \) indicates that spontaneous \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) oscillations in the working myocardium were not likely the reason for LDVF maintenance. Strong \( V_m \)-\( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) desynchronization and the occurrence of long \( \text{CaT} \) during LDVF indicate severely impaired \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) handling and may potentially contribute to LDVF maintenance.
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Ventricular fibrillation (VF) is a major cause of sudden cardiac death and mortality in the United States (44). The majority of studies of the mechanism of VF maintenance have focused on short-duration VF (duration < 1 min) or VF in perfused hearts, whereas in patients with sudden cardiac arrest the majority of VF episodes occur out of the hospital with a relatively long response time of emergency service, when VF lasts >1 min without coronary perfusion [long-duration VF (LDVF)]. The survival of patients after LDVF is much lower than after short-duration VF, with the survival rate dropping by 7–10% for every min of LDVF (7). Improvement in patient survival requires better understanding of the mechanisms of LDVF maintenance and electrophysiological changes in the ventricular myocardium.

It is generally believed that VF is maintained by reentry, either by a single mother rotor (35) or multiple reentrant circuits. However, an electrical mapping study (26) of the porcine heart found that intramural reentry was present in early but not late VF, suggesting that mechanisms other than reentry may be involved in LDVF maintenance. A study (3) of single cells demonstrated that focal arrhythmias may be caused by spontaneous intracellular \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) (\( \text{Ca}^{2+} \)) release (SCR) that triggers a rise in membrane voltage (\( V_m \)) and arrhythmic beats. Optical mapping studies in isolated right porcine ventricle (28) and in guinea pig hearts (22) demonstrated SCRs during perfused VF and tachyarrhythmias, indicating that they could maintain VF. \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) handling may be involved in VF via another mechanism, in which instability in \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) cycling causes alternans in the amplitude of \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) transients (\( \text{CaTs} \)) (13, 32). \( \text{CaT} \) amplitude (\( \text{CaA} \)-ALT) alternans (\( \text{CaA} \)-ALT) may promote discordant alternans of the action potential (AP) during APD-ALT (36), increasing spatial APD gradients and causing wave break and reentry (34).

The roles of SCRs, APD-ALT, and \( \text{CaA} \)-ALT in LDVF maintenance are not known. \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) handling can be transmurally heterogeneous (6, 23, 39), and both SCRs and alternans may have preferential intramural localization (1, 24, 31). Therefore, their study necessitates intramural measurements of \( V_m \) and \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \). Previously, intramural \( V_m \)-\( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) mapping has been performed in left ventricular (LV) wedge preparations (14, 16, 24, 43), but such preparations don’t support VF. We (19, 20) recently reported the use of bundles of optical fibers (optrodes) for intramural measurements of \( V_m \) during LDVF in whole hearts. The goals of the present work were 1) to develop a technique for simultaneous intramural measurements of \( V_m \) and \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) using optrodes in isolated canine hearts and 2) to measure intramural \( V_m \) and \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) alternans during rapid pacing and to measure spontaneous \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) releases during LDVF.

METHODS

Heart preparation. Animal use conformed with the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (NIH Pub. No. 85-23, Revised 1996). The protocol was approved by the Institution Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of Alabama (Birmingham, AL). Six male beagles (~10 kg) were anesthetized with telazol (4.4 mg/kg), xylazine (4.4 mg/kg), and antropine (0.04 mg/kg). Anesthesia was maintained with the inhalation of isoflurane (1.3–2.5%) in O2 during surgery. Heparin (500 U/kg) was given 10 min before heart extraction. To improve heart preservation, cold cardioplegic solution [which contained (in mmol/l) 110 NaCl, 16 KCl, 16 MgCl2, 1.2 CaCl2, and 10 NaHCO3] was infused into the clamped aorta before the heart was excised, and the coronary arteries were then flushed with cardioplegic solution immediately after the heart was removed. The left and right coronary arteries were cannu-
lated using two short cannulas protruding into arteries by ~1 mm to avoid occlusion of the left anterior descending coronary and left circumflex arteries. Hearts were perfused with Tyrode solution [containing (in mmol/l) 128.5 NaCl, 20 glucose, 4.7 KCl, 0.7 MgCl₂, 0.5 NaH₂PO₄, 1.5 CaCl₂, and 28 NaHCO₃] bubbled with 95% O₂-5% CO₂ at a temperature of 37 ± 0.5°C. The perfusion pressure was maintained at ~70 mmHg. Hearts were double stained with 1.25 mg of voltage-sensitive dye RH-237 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) diluted in DMSO and 2 mg of Ca²⁺-sensitive dye rhod-2 (Biotium, Hayward, CA) diluted in DMSO injected into a bubble trap. To prevent optical motion artifacts, heart contraction was halted with blebbistatin (20 μmol/l, Tocris Bioscience, Ellisville, MO).

Optrode recordings of intramural Vₘ and Ca²⁺. The previously described one-optrode system for intramural Vₘ measurements (19) was modified to allow simultaneous measurements of both Vₘ and Ca²⁺ with five optrodes. Figure 1A shows the design of the optical system for intramural Vₘ and Ca²⁺ recordings. Excitation light was provided by a 532-nm laser (Verdi V-5, Coherent, Santa Clara, CA) operated at 3-W power. Light intensity was reduced using a 50% neutral density filter. The excitation light was deflected by a dichroic mirror with transmission at >553 nm and focused on the optrode detector end by a microscope lens (×5 Fluor, Carl Zeiss, Thornwood, NY). The fluorescence delivered by optrodes from the heart was collected by the same lens, passed through the first dichroic mirror, and split by a second dichroic mirror with transmission at >610 nm. The light deflected by the second dichroic mirror was filtered by a band-pass emission filter with transmission at 560–600 nm. The light transmitted by the second dichroic mirror was passed through a
long-pass emission filter with transmission at >700 nm. These two light beams carrying information about changes in $\mathrm{Ca}^{2+}$ and $\mathrm{V}_{\text{m}}$, respectively, were converted to voltages using two precisely aligned $16 \times 16$ photodiode arrays (PDAs) integrated with current-to-voltage converters with 100-MOhm feedback resistors (model C4675-102, Hamamatsu).

Electrical signals were conditioned and digitized using a custom-built 512-channel recording system, which was similar to the previously described 256-channel system (10, 19). The new system contained eight 64-channel boards with second-stage amplifiers (Innovative Technologies, Germantown, MD), which were used to subtract the background fluorescence, amplify signals using a gain of 100, and low-pass filter signals at 0.5-kHz corner frequency. These signals were digitized at a sampling rate of 1 kHz and 12-bit resolution using eight 64-channel data-acquisition cards (PCI-6071E, National Instruments, Austin, TX) installed in a 13-slot PCI expansion system (model 2123, SBS Technologies, St Paul, MN). An additional eight-channel digital card (PCI-6602, National Instruments) was used for the digital control of auxiliary equipment, including shutter opening, tissue stimulation, and change of amplifier settings. The software for digital control, data acquisition, and signal analysis was custom written using Delphi (Borland).

Variability in response times between individual recording channels may introduce errors in measurements of $\mathrm{V}_{\text{m}}, \mathrm{Ca}^{2+}$, and $\mathrm{V}_\text{f}$. To quantify the delay between the corresponding channels of two PDAs, rectangular light pulses from a light-emitting diode (LED) were simultaneously measured by two PDAs using the same settings that were used during optical $\mathrm{V}_{\text{m}}, \mathrm{Ca}^{2+}$ measurements. The light pulse onset times were calculated at the 50% level of the pulse amplitude using interpolation between sampling points. The average difference in the pulse onset times between the corresponding channels of two PDAs was $0.05 \pm 0.25$ ms. This delay is negligible compared with the measured $\mathrm{V}_{\text{m}}, \mathrm{Ca}^{2+}$ delays.

To quantify the cross-talk between $\mathrm{V}_{\text{m}}$ and $\mathrm{Ca}^{2+}$ measurements, optical recordings were performed first by staining a heart with one dye (either rhod-2 or RH-237) and then repeated after staining the heart with the second dye. When the heart was first stained with rhod-2, the signal magnitude in $\mathrm{V}_{\text{m}}$ channels was $2.5 \pm 2.2\%$ of the signal magnitude measured in the same channels after staining with RH-237. Similarly, when the heart was first stained with RH-237, the signal magnitude in $\mathrm{Ca}^{2+}$ channels was $2.7 \pm 2.4\%$ of the signal magnitude in the same channels after rhod-2 was loaded. Thus, the cross-talk between $\mathrm{V}_{\text{m}}$ and $\mathrm{Ca}^{2+}$ channels was small and comparable with the noise level.

**Optrode fabrication.** Optrodes were made from silicon fibers (FT-300-UMT, Thorlabs, Newtown, NJ) with an outer diameter of 325 μm, a core diameter of 300 μm, and a numerical aperture of 0.39. The fibers were enclosed in protective plastic jackets with an outer diameter of 650 μm. On the optrode tissue end, plastic jackets were removed, and the fiber ends were polished at an $45^\circ$ angle (19). Seven bare fibers were arranged in a hexagonal pattern, as shown in Fig. 1B, with fiber ends spaced 2 mm apart. An additional straight-cleaved fiber (fiber 1) was added to the bundle for recording from the epicardial surface. The total diameter of the fiber bundle inserted into the heart muscle varied between 325 and 975 μm from the most distal to the most proximal fiber. This is comparable with the diameter of plunge needle electrodes used previously in multiple studies. In one of these studies (21), it was shown that the insertion of 66 plunge electrodes did not significantly alter activation spread during regular rhythm and rapid pacing. In another study (33), it was shown that the insertion of 10 plunge needles at 2-mm spacing did not alter activation patterns during VF. Therefore, the insertion of five optrodes with a similar diameter at $\sim 1$-cm spacing was not likely to affect activation spread.

At the optrode detector end, 40 jacketed fibers from 5 optrodes (solid circles) were polished and arranged in a rectangular array, as shown in Fig. 1C. Seven intramural recording fibers (fibers 2–8, solid circles) from each of the five optrodes (optrodes I–V) were arranged in rows. Five epicardial recording fibers (fibers I-1 to V-1) were arranged in another row. Additional fibers (shaded circles) were included in the array for alignment.

An important parameter of optical recordings is the tissue depth from which fluorescent signals are recorded. This parameter was previously evaluated using a Monte-Carlo model of light propagation in cardiac muscle stained with RH-237 and illuminated with a laser beam (8). For a laser beam with a diameter of 0.2 mm, the signal collection depth was $\sim 0.6$ mm, and it increased only 16% when the beam diameter was increased to 1 mm. In each case, the diameter of the fluorescence collection volume was the same as the diameter of the laser beam. Using these data for optical fibers, it can be estimated that the depth and diameter of the fluorescence collection volume for a 300-μm fiber are $\sim 620$ and 300 μm, respectively.

**Optrode-PDA alignment.** The detector end of the optrode array and the two PDAs were mounted on individual XYZ micropositioners. They were mutually aligned by sending light pulses from an LED at the alignment fibers (Fig. 1C), measuring optical signals by two PDAs, and adjusting the optrode-lens distance, the lens-PDA distances, and lateral positions of the optrode array and the PDAs until signals were maximized and the cross-talk between the recording and the neighboring nonrecording photodiodes was minimized. Because of the presence of protective plastic jackets and the presence of one nonrecording photodiode between each two recording photodiodes, it was possible to prevent any cross-talk between the recording photodiodes. Additional cross-talk tests were performed by 1) immersion of the individual optrodes into a solution of a fluorescent dye and measuring signals by all photodiodes and 2) insertion of individual optrodes into cardiac tissue stained with a fluorescent dye. All tests showed complete absence of interchannel cross-talk.

**Study protocol.** The five optrodes were inserted into the anterior LV wall (Fig. 2A, inset) along a base-apex line at $\sim 1$-cm separation. Because of the variability in the optrode insertion angle and the wall curvature, the intramural interoptrode spacing was somewhat smaller and more variable than on the epicardium. Typically, two optrodes penetrated the anterolateral papillary muscle (PM). Hearts were paced near the LV apex via a bipolar electrode at 2 × diastolic threshold strength. Preliminary experiments showed that soon after optrode insertion, the APs were short and had a triangular shape, reflecting tissue damage caused by optrode insertion, and that APD increased and AP shape returned to normal morphology and stabilized $\sim 7–8$ min after insertion. This is similar to the S-T segment elevation caused by insertion of plunge needle electrodes, which disappeared within 2–5 min (9, 37), reflecting complete uncoupling of damaged cells from the surviving tissue. Therefore, optical measurements were started 19–7 min (minimum of 11 min) after optrode insertion. Optical signals were recorded during sinus rhythm; pacing with cycle length (CL) decreasing from 350 to 200 ms in 50-ms steps, and then from 200 ms in 10-ms steps until loss of 1:1 capture; perfused VF; and nonperfused LDVF. To limit dye photobleaching, the duration of optical recordings was limited to $1–1.5$ s for sinus and paced rhythms and to $3$ s for VF. Pump was stopped for $10–15$ s to make recordings during sinus rhythm, pacing, or perfused VF because the pump created additional noise in optical recording. VF was induced with a 9-V battery. Perfusion was maintained for 1 min after the VF onset and then it was stopped for 5 min (LDVF). During LDVF, the oxygen in the room air may limit the degree of epicardial ischemia. Pilot experiments demonstrated that in such conditions, the activation rate (AR) on the epicardium was significantly different from that in the subepicardial tissue layers. To avoid this effect and to ensure epicardial ischemia during LDVF, the surrounding oxygen was eliminated using the method previously described for studies of ischemia in papillary muscle (18). To accomplish this, a gas mixture of N$_2$ (95%) and CO$_2$ (5%) was blown around the heart after coronary perfusion was halted. To ensure constant heart temperature and humidity, the N$_2$-CO$_2$ mixture was passed through a nebulizer containing warm water. The rate of the N$_2$-CO$_2$ flow and the water temperature were set so that the
temperature in the perfusion chamber was maintained at 37°C. Epicardial and endocardial temperatures in the heart were monitored using two temperature probes. At the end of LDVF, the transmural temperature difference in six hearts was 1.4 ± 0.5°C. Optical recordings were made at 30 s of perfused VF, immediately after the halt of perfusion, and every minute during 5 min of LDVF. After experiments, the LV wall was cut to measure wall thickness at each optrode insertion site.

Data analysis. All traces were normalized using respective signal amplitudes measured during regular pacing. Some APs recorded during regular pacing had a low signal-to-noise ratio, some exhibited abnormal shape due to remaining motion artifacts, and some had a triangular shape, likely due to poor local perfusion. Sites with such signals (a total of ~8% of cases) were excluded from data analysis. AP and CaT amplitudes were calculated as signal differences before and after the upstrokes. Activation time was calculated as the time when a signal was at 50% of its upstroke amplitude. APD and CaT duration (CaD) were calculated as the time between activation and 60% level of signal recovery (APD_{60} and CaD_{60}, respectively). CL was calculated as the interval between two consecutive activation times. The AR during LDVF was measured as the average inverse CL over 3 s of recording time. A VM deflection was considered an active response if its normalized amplitude was >15% of the normal AP amplitude. APD-ALT was calculated as the APD_{60} difference between two consecutive APs. APD-ALT was considered present when it was >4 ms. CaA-ALT was calculated as the CaA difference divided by the largest CaA of two successive CaTs. The threshold for the presence of CaA-ALT was 10%.

Because the signal amplitude and signal-to-noise ratio decreased during LDVF, signals were digitally filtered using a Butterworth low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 100 Hz to reduce the high-frequency noise. Although signal quality was high during pacing, to assure consistency of signal analysis, the same filtration was used on all signals. Comparison of raw and filtered signals during regular pacing demonstrated that such filtration did not affect the overall shape of APs and CaTs, including the fastest signal portions and AP upstrokes. Activation times calculated from them were not affected by such filtration as well.
To present the intramural distributions of electrophysiological parameters and activation spread, isoline color maps were generated using the Matlab contour fill function with linear interpolation between recording sites. Interpolated data were not used in the analysis of transmural electrophysiological distributions; such statistical analysis was performed only on the original data.

For statistical analysis, parameters were grouped into three layers: epicardial, midwall, and endocardial, with each layer occupying ~33% of the wall thickness. Transmural and longitudinal differences were analyzed using one-way ANOVA with post hoc comparisons between groups of data using the Tukey range test. All data are expressed as means ± SD. Differences were considered statistically significant if $P < 0.05$.

**RESULTS**

**Intramural APs and CaTs during regular rhythm.** Figure 2A shows an example of simultaneous intramural $V_m$ and $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ measured with five optrodes during epicardial pacing (CL: 350 ms). The larger number of signals in optrodes II and III was because of the increased wall thickness at the PM. Figure 2, B and C, shows approximate (without taking into account exact optrode orientations inside the wall) transmural maps of activation during sinus rhythm and epicardial pacing. Despite the small number of recording intramural sites, both maps exhibited expected propagation patterns. During sinus rhythm, the endocardium at the LV base and apex activated nearly simultaneously, and the activation then spread to the epicardium. In the PM, the earliest activation arose from the middle and spread to the epicardium and PM tip. In all hearts ($n = 6$), the earliest activation either was distributed over a broad area of the endocardium, similar to that shown in Fig. 2B ($n = 4$), or was in the area of the PM-LV junction ($n = 2$). During epicardial pacing, activation spread faster on the endocardium and then bent toward the epicardium, possibly due to a sudden fiber orientation change near the PM or due to the presence of Purkinje fibers. CaT rises followed AP upstrokes with an average delay of 7.2 ± 1.6 ms ($n = 6$). As shown in Fig. 3A, the AP-CaT delay was longer in the endocardium than in the epicardium (8.1 ± 2.1 vs 6.3 ± 0.8 ms, $P < 0.05$, $n = 6$); in the midwall, it was not different from the other two layers.

Figure 3, B and C, shows examples and mean values of transmural distributions of APD$_{60}$ and CaD$_{60}$ during epicardial pacing. Although there were transmural APD$_{60}$ variations, they were relatively small and not consistent across all hearts. In six hearts, the mean APD$_{60}$ values in the three layers were not statistically different ($P > 0.05$). In contrast, CaD$_{60}$ exhibited statistically significant transmural differences, with shorter CaD$_{60}$ in the epicardium than in the midwall and endocardium (136 ± 12 vs. 148 ± 16 and 149 ± 13 ms, respectively, $n = 6$, $P < 0.05$). Even more pronounced was the transmural heterogeneity of the CaD$_{60}$-APD$_{60}$ difference.

**Intramural AP and CaT alternans during rapid pacing.** Alternans was negligible during regular rhythm. However, a reduction of pacing CL caused both APD-ALT and CaA-ALT. CaA-ALT averaged over six hearts reached the threshold change of 10% first in the endocardium at a CL of 250 ms. Further CL reduction produced CaA-ALT in other layers.

---

**Fig. 3. Transmural differences of action potentials (APs) and Ca$^{2+}$ transients (CaTs).** A: average values for the three left ventricular layers [Epi, midwall (Mid), and Endo; left] and an example of a transmural map (right) of the AP-CaT distribution during regular pacing (CL: 350 ms). B: similar characteristics for AP duration (APD) at 60% repolarization (APD$_{60}$) and CaT duration (CaD) between activation and 60% level of signal recovery (CaD$_{60}$; B). C: CaD$_{60}$-APD$_{60}$ difference. *Statistical significance ($P < 0.05$).
averaged APD-ALT reached threshold (>4 ms) at a CL of 180 ms in the epicardial and endocardial layers, and it increased with decreasing CL. Figure 4A shows transmural alternans measured by one optrode during pacing at a CL of 150 ms. At this CL, the mean CaA-ALT was 47 ± 16% (n = 6). The mean APD-ALT was 5.7 ± 2.6 ms (n = 6), or ~7.3 ± 3.4% of the mean APD, and it was not significantly different among the three muscle layers. There was a tendency for larger CaA-ALT in the endocardium and midwall than in the epicardium, although the difference was not statistically significant (P = 0.14).

With regard to spatial alternans concordance, close examination of the $V_m$, Ca$^{2+}$ traces showed that CaA-ALTs were in phase at all intramural sites. Because APD-ALTs were relatively small, it was harder to analyze their concordance. However, the available data indicated that they were often discordant. This is shown in Fig. 4B, which shows overlaid traces from intramural sites 4 and 5. Whereas CaA alternated in phase, APD at these locations alternated out of phase. Similar results were obtained in the other hearts. A total of 30 optrode recordings were made in 6 hearts. In 28 of 30 recordings, CaA-ALTs were transmurally concordant. Of the 28 recordings with concordant CaA-ALTs, 15 recordings (54%) exhibited discordant APD-ALTs. Similar results were obtained when APD-ALT was analyzed using APD at 80% (APD$_{80}$) or 90% repolarization (APD$_{90}$) instead of APD$_{60}$ (data not shown). At some sites, the character of APD-ALT could change from discordant to concordant when using APD$_{90}$.
instead of APD$_{60}$ or APD$_{80}$, but discordant APD$_{90}$-ALTs were recorded at other locations. Overall, the number of optrode recordings exhibiting discordant APD$_{90}$-ALT and concordant CaA-ALT was 14, which was similar to the number of recordings exhibiting discordant APD$_{60}$-ALT and concordant CaA-ALT.

The CaD$_{60}$ distribution showed no significant transmural differences during rapid pacing (data not shown), which was different from regular rhythm. Similar to regular rhythm, however, there were no statistically significant transmural APD$_{60}$ differences.

**Intramural $V_m$ and $Ca^{2+}$ during VF.** Figure 5A shows recordings from one optrode during perfused VF. At this stage, APs followed each other closely, without diastolic intervals. Almost every AP was followed by a CaT. For most beats, APs and CaTs were transmurally synchronous and alternating. Similar to rapid pacing, CaA-ALT during VF was more pronounced than APD-ALT. APD-ALT were larger in the epicardium (9.9 ± 5.1 ms) compared with the endocardium (6.5 ± 2.8 ms, $n = 6, P < 0.05$). Similarly, CaA-ALT was larger at the epicardium and midwall (82 ± 20% and 74 ± 23%, respectively) than at the endocardium (50 ± 20%, $n = 6, P < 0.05$). This was reversed from rapid pacing, where CaA-ALT was larger in the endocardium-midwall than in the epicardium.

After the stop of perfusion, $V_m$ and $Ca^{2+}$ dynamics changed rapidly. At ~2 min of LDVF, the AR became transmurally nonuniform, with faster rates in the endocardium than in the epicardium. Such transmural AR heterogeneity became prominent at 3 min of LDVF (Fig. 5B). In addition, APs and CaTs became highly irregular. The synchronization between $V_m$ and CaTs became partially lost, with not every AP being followed by a CaT. However, the loss of synchronization was not complete: CaTs still followed APs with every CaT upstroke being preceded by an AP upstroke. CaTs became progressively longer, especially in the epicardium, whereas APs became shorter everywhere.

At ~5 min of LDVF (Fig. 6), activations disappeared from the majority of epicardial sites, but they were still present in the midwall and endocardium. The remaining activations were highly irregular, with short APs and very long CaTs. This is illustrated by the enlarged portions of $V_m$ and $Ca^{2+}$ traces in Fig. 6, *insets*. The average CaD$_{60}$ at this stage was 212 ± 44 ms ($n = 6$), which was ~240% larger than at VF onset (62 ± 7 ms), with individual values sometimes exceeding 400 ms.

---

**Fig. 5.** Intramural $V_m$ and $Ca^{2+}$ during ventricular fibrillation (VF). *A*: recordings from one optrode located near the apex during early perfused VF. EG, epicardial electrogram. *B*: $V_m$ and $Ca^{2+}$ recorded from the same optrode at 3 min of long-duration VF (LDVF).
whereas APD<sub>60</sub> was 44 ± 12 ms (decrease of 17% from 53 ± 4 ms).

Somewhat different transmural distributions of activation were recorded in the PM region. As shown in Fig. 6B, activation was preserved inside the PM, whereas it was slow or lost at the PM apex and epicardial region of the LV. A similar pattern of PM activation was observed in all six hearts.

Figure 7 shows transmural maps of the AR at different stages of VF. The data were averaged over six hearts, with only those sites included that had data in at least three hearts. Similar to previous reports (20, 38), AR decreased over time at all intramural sites. There was no transmural difference in AR during early VF (Fig. 7, A and B), and the range of AR changes was relatively small. With LDVF progression (Fig. 7C), AR decreased faster in the epicardium than in the endocardium, and the range of transmural AR variation increased. After 3 min of LDVF (Fig. 7, D and E), the fastest ARs were observed in the endocardium near the PM insertion into the LV wall, suggesting that this region was the source of activation during late VF.

At all VF stages, CaTs always followed AP upstrokes, with an average AP-CaT delay of 10.0 ± 0.8 ms (n = 6), which was longer than during regular rhythm (P < 0.05). Thus, no incidences of SCRs were detected.
DISCUSSION

In this work, we developed a method for the intramural mapping of $V_m$ and $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ in whole hearts. This method was used to measure $V_m$ and $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ during regular rhythm, rapid pacing, and LDVF in the LV wall of intact canine hearts. The main findings were as follows: 1) during regular pacing, CaD and AP-CaT delay were larger in the endocardium than in the epicardium, whereas APD exhibited no transmural differences; 2) during rapid pacing, CaA-ALTs appeared at longer CLs than APD-ALT and were mostly concordant, whereas APD-ALTs were either concordant or discordant, indicating that CaA-ALTs were not the cause of APD-ALT; 3) AP upstrokes always preceded CaTs during VF, suggesting that SCRs are not likely responsible for LDVF maintenance; and 4) $V_m$ and $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ became desynchronized and CaTs became very long during late LDVF, indicating impaired $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ handling, which may contribute to LDVF maintenance.

**Transmural heterogeneity of $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ transients.** Transmural differences in CaTs reflect heterogeneity of $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ handling, which may contribute to the generation of arrhythmias (24). Previously, transmural heterogeneity of CaTs was measured in single myocytes (6, 39) and LV wedge preparations (23). The applicability of intramural measurements using single cells and wedge preparations to whole hearts is still debated (29, 31). Using the optrode technique in whole hearts alleviates some of these concerns. We found transmural differences in several characteristics of CaTs in canine hearts. One such parameter was the delay between $V_m$ and $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ upstrokes, which was $\sim 28\%$ larger in the endocardium than in the epicardium. This corresponds to results obtained in isolated myocytes (6) showing a longer time to peak of CaT in the endocardium compared with the epicardium. The molecular mechanism for the transmural gradient of AP-CaT delay is not clear. The L-type $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ current in canine hearts has been reported to be either not

![Fig. 7. Transmural maps of the activation rate (AR) during VF averaged over six hearts. A: perfused VF. B–E: different stages of LDVF.](image-url)
different (25) or larger (40) in the endocardium compared with the epicardium, indicating that this current was not responsible for the transmural AP-CaT delay difference.

Another transmurally heterogeneous parameter measured in the present work was the duration of CaT, which was \( \sim 10\% \) longer in the endocardium than in the epicardium. The CaD heterogeneity was independent of APD, which exhibited no statistically significant transmural differences. Even more pronounced was the heterogeneity of the CaD-APD difference (Fig. 3D). The longer endocardial CaD than epicardial CaD is consistent with Ca\(^{2+}\) measurements in single canine myocytes (6, 39) and wedge preparations (23). It corresponds to the transmural distribution of sarco(endo)plasmic Ca\(^{2+}\)-ATPase 2a expression, which has been shown to be smaller in the subendocardium than in the subepicardium (23). However, it should be noted that measurements of CaD values and their differences may not be quantitatively accurate due to a nonlinear rhod-2 response (see DISCUSSION).

**Transmural APD and CaA alternans.** Acceleration of heart rhythm often causes APD-ALTs, which may become spatially discordant, producing APD gradients and forming a dynamic substrate for conduction block and reentry (30, 42). The ionic mechanisms of APD-ALTs are not precisely known. Typically, APD-ALT is accompanied by CaT alternans, which suggests a causative relationship between them. Experiments in isolated voltage-clamped myocytes showed that CaA-ALTs can occur with constant APD, indicating that CaA-ALT doesn’t require APD-ALT (4). Voltage clamp is not feasible in whole hearts, but simultaneous \( V_{\text{m}} \)-Ca\(^{2+}\) mapping in guinea pig hearts showed that the CL thresholds for the onset of APD-ALT and CaA-ALT and the patterns of their spatial discordance were nearly the same (32), which led to the conclusion that CaA-ALT was the cause of APD-ALT.

In the present study, CaA-ALT appeared at longer CL than APD-ALT, and, in relative terms, CaA-ALTs were much larger than APD-ALTs. Also, transmural patterns of APD-ALT and CaA-ALT concordance often did not match. During rapid pacing, CaA-ALTs during individual beats were most often transmurally discordant, whereas APD-ALTs could be either concordant or discordant. It is not clear how CaA-ALTs were synchronized across the LV wall, whereas APD-ALT were not, but these differences illustrate a certain degree of independence between APD-ALT and CaA-ALT, suggesting that additional mechanisms may be involved in the generation of APD-ALT besides alternation of Ca\(^{2+}\) handling. An alternative explanation might be related to the fact that the coupling between Ca\(^{2+}\) and \( V_{\text{m}} \) can be either positive or negative, so that small CaT can cause either short or long APD (36). Although it is not very likely that different Ca\(^{2+}\)-\( V_{\text{m}} \) coupling mechanisms operate simultaneously at closely adjacent sites, such a possibility can’t be excluded.

Besides rapid pacing, APD-ALT and CaA-ALT were also observed during perfused VF. In this case, both APD-ALTs and CaA-ALTs averaged over multiple beats were larger in the epicardium than in the endocardium. This was different from rapid pacing, where alternans tended to be larger in the endocardium than in the epicardium, although this difference did not reach statistical significance. The difference in alternans distribution between rapid pacing and perfused VF could be due to faster AR during VF. It indicates that results obtained during rapid pacing should be applied to VF with caution.

**Dynamics of intramural \( V_{\text{m}} \) and Ca\(^{2+}\) during LDVF.** Changes of \( V_{\text{m}} \) during the first 5 min of LDVF were qualitatively similar to previous \( V_{\text{m}} \) measurements in the LV of canine hearts during no-perfusion LDVF (20, 38), with APD decreasing and CL and diastolic interval increasing over time. As VF progressed, AR became transmurally heterogeneous, with faster activations in the endocardium and middle of the PM than in the epicardium. The fastest AR was frequently observed near the PM insertion into the LV, suggesting that a VF source was located there. This corresponds with a previous report (17) showing that the PM can anchor reentry. However, this does not exclude the possibility that a VF source was located in other parts of the heart. It has recently been shown that during late LDVF, the septum can activate at a rate similar to the LV endocardium, suggesting that it may also be a source of VF (38).

Intramural recordings showed that Ca\(^{2+}\) and \( V_{\text{m}} \) were synchronized during perfused VF and the early stage of nonperfused VF when, despite a rapid excitation rate, nearly every AP was followed by a CaT. With progression of the nonperfused LDVF, \( V_{\text{m}} \)-Ca\(^{2+}\) synchronization became partially lost. One striking feature of desynchronization, which appeared at 2–3 min of LDVF, was the high irregularity of CaTs (Fig. 5B) when not every AP was followed by a CaT. The timing of this change corresponds to beginning of phase 4 of LDVF previously described based on multiparameter analysis of epicardial activation patterns recorded during 10 min of LDVF (15). Such desynchronization appeared first and developed faster in the epicardium and then in the endocardium. At the end of LDVF, APs and CaTs disappeared almost completely from the epicardium, whereas they were still preserved in the endocardium and inside PM.

In addition to strong \( V_{\text{m}} \)-Ca\(^{2+}\) desynchronization, CaTs became prolonged, whereas APs shortened, during LDVF. Very long CaTs indicate severely impaired Ca\(^{2+}\) reuptake during LDVF, which was likely due to a combination of tissue ischemia (5) and a high excitation rate. When CaTs were long, one or several APs could arise with Ca\(^{2+}\) being still at a high level (Fig. 6, A and B). Elevated Ca\(^{2+}\) combined with repolarized \( V_{\text{m}} \) could cause activation of the Na\(^{+}/Ca^{2+}\) exchanger in its forward mode generating depolarizing current and extra beats. Such arrhythmogenic mechanism has previously been described as “late phase 3 afterdepolarization” to explain atrial arrhythmias in conditions of short APD and long CaD (2). A similar mechanism has been proposed to explain the VF reinitiation after defibrillation in rabbit hearts with heart failure in which post-VF extra beats occurred during late phase 3 or phase 4 of shortened APs when Ca\(^{2+}\) was still highly elevated (27). Based on the similarity of the APD-CaD relationship (short APD and very long CaD) developed in the course of LDVF, it can be speculated that a similar Ca\(^{2+}\)-dependent arrhythmogenic mechanism may cause the generation of abnormal APs contributing to LDVF maintenance. Verification of this hypothesis requires further investigation.

**Lack of SCR.** Optical mapping in the isolated porcine ventricle demonstrated that Ca\(^{2+}\) rises preceding \( V_{\text{m}} \) upstrokes (SCRs) could occur during perfused VF (28). In contrast, we found that CaTs always followed AP upstrokes during both perfused and nonperfused VF, with the AP-CaT delay being longer compared with normal rhythm. In addition, arrhythmic APs were taking off when Ca\(^{2+}\) was decreasing, which ex-
cludes the role of slow elevation of Ca\textsuperscript{2+} as the cause of APs. Although it can’t be excluded that SCRs took place in other parts of the heart, such as the specialized conduction system, their total absence from intramural recordings indicates that despite a large degree of desynchronization between \(V_m\) and Ca\textsuperscript{2+} developed during LDVF, the AP still triggers CaT and that VF maintenance was not supported by SCR. These results are in agreement with another study (41) in which CaTs were found to follow APs during VF in porcine hearts.

Limitations. Flow to the heart was first normal and then stopped completely at the beginning of VF in this study, which may not be the exact representation of the early VF in patients in whom a partial blood flow may remain during early VF. Recordings of intramural \(V_m/\text{Ca}^{2+}\) were restricted to the anterior LV working myocardium with limited spatial resolution. This doesn’t exclude the possibility that SCR and arrhythmogenic Ca\textsuperscript{2+} alternans could develop on the millimeter scale between the recording sites, in other parts of the heart, or in Purkinje fibers. It has previously been shown in neonatal rat cell cultures that the high-affinity dye rhod-2, due to its nonlinear response, may overestimate CaD, which was about twofold larger than APD in cell cultures (11). This was less likely the case in present measurements in which CaD was comparable with APD. However, it can’t be excluded that absolute measurements of CaD or its differences were affected by the nonlinear rhod-2 response. This effect is less likely to affect measurements of AP–CaT delays since this was not the case in cell culture measurements, in which dyes with linear and nonlinear responses produced similar AP–CaT delay values (11). The finding of the increased mismatch between CaD and APD during LDVF can’t also be attributed to nonlinear rhod-2 properties because the rhod-2 response is likely to become more linear during LDVF when CaT amplitude is decreased. Qualitative effects such as the concordant or discordant character of CaT-ALT should be even less likely influenced by this effect. Another potential limitation of this study is related to the use of electrical-mechanical uncoupler blebbistatin, which has been found not to affect \(V_m\) and Ca\textsuperscript{2+} during regular rhythm (12) but could potentially alter VF characteristics due to changes in the tissue energy requirements.
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